Beachhead Defenders Aided by Navy Rockets

The New York Times reported on Friday that the U.S. Navy had provided significant support to the Korean troops defending the beachhead at Hungnam.

Winter, Warm Weather Arrive Together Today

Winter has arrived in the form of record-breaking low temperatures, which are expected to continue through the weekend. The mercury dropped to 22°F in New York City, and 18°F in Chicago.

Truman Meets Acheson, Hoover's Plan Rejected

President Truman met with Secretary of State Edward Stettinius Jr. to discuss the proposed plan to withdraw forces from Korea. The meeting ended without a decision being reached.

Winter Scene

Cold blast sweeps through the United States, with temperatures dropping to below freezing in many parts of the country.

Wilson Begins Duties As Mobilization Chief

Mobilization chief Henry Wilson took office today, replacing James V. Forrestal. Wilson has stated that his top priority will be to ensure that the nation is prepared for any future military conflicts.

The Cold, Cruel, Bitter Retreat From Chongjin to Hungnam

From the AP: "General "Ike" relaxes."

Wilson referred to the situation as "grim" and "gruesome," but he remained confident that the nation could weather the storm.

A Last Look at Dead Friends

The AP reported on Friday that a group of American soldiers had paid their respects to their fallen comrades at the Chosin Reservoir, which has become a symbol of the sacrifice made by U.S. soldiers in Korea.

Winter Verdugo Gets Five Year Sentence

New York City: The United States Senate has sentenced Alfred Verdugo, a member of the Communist Party, to five years in prison for seditious activities.

Looking Ahead

As winter sets in, the United States is bracing for a potential conflict in Korea. The situation is tense, and the government is preparing for the possibility of a military engagement.
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Calsbeek’s Leg Injury Improves
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FOOTBALL PLAYING HAS ITS MOMENTS: entire all the school and on Saturday New Years Eve when Michigan leaves with the unbeaten, but now stands Golden Bears of California in the Rose Bowl. The Big Ten representatives have posted four straight wins over most strong competition, but Michigan gets into the game a touchdown underdog.

Waldorf Fears Michigan Passes, Liner Strength

November bringing the compact bargain. Hill’s specialty New Years Eve when Michigan leaves with the unbeaten, but now stands Golden Bears of California in the Rose Bowl. The Big Ten representatives have posted four straight wins over most strong competition, but Michigan gets into the game a touchdown underdog.

Queen of Roses Welcomes Wolverines to California

Waldorf Fears Michigan Passes, Liner Strength

Waldorf Fears Michigan Passes, Liner Strength

Hickman Selected To Lead All-Stars

Lightweight Boxer Dies 22 Hours After Suffering Knockout

Tom Sim’s- listen to his new health in the war in 1940. Lo­ ndon School of Plastic Surgery has the world’s most famous surgeon, Sir Harold Gillies. He is the author of the book ‘Plastic Surgery of the Face’. The school has won many awards for its work, including the ‘Green Cross Hospital Award’ in 1945. It is also the home of the ‘Gillies Award’, which is given annually to the best plastic surgeon in the world.